June 28, 2019
Taylor Grysen, Geologist
Bureau of Land Management
Winnemucca District Office
5100 E. Winnemucca Blvd.
Winnemucca NV 89445-2921
Re: comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Hycroft Mine Phase II
Expansion Project, Humboldt and Pershing, Counties, Nevada
Great Basin Resource Watch was able to review only a portion of the DEIS. In general there is
not enough time for a full review. In addition, all of the relevant reports cited in the document
were not posted with the DEIS, so time was lost in requesting and receiving documents.
STRUCTURE OF THE DEIS
The DEIS is too sparse. There needs to be more discussion in the text of the DEIS. The reader
is constantly referred to supporting reports (many of which were not initially posted), which
makes for a cumbersome process. GBRW expects the need to review citations in the DEIS for a
very fine grained analysis, which we did for the pit lake analysis. However, the public does not
have enough time in general to review the DEIS let alone the additional time required to
constantly refer to other reports for basic analysis. This kind of structuring does a disservice to
the public and discourages meaningful review.
For example, under the air quality analysis, the DEIS states, “the pollutants modeled were PM10,
PM2.5, CO, NO2, and SO2. The results of the dispersion modeling for the Plan Amendment are
presented in Table 3.4 (page 16) of the AQIA (Allied and Stantec, 2018), (p. 4-3). The table and
supporting discussion needs to be in the DEIS.
AIR QUALITY
The DEIS does not discuss background levels of air pollutants and how the baseline background
levels were determined. Discussing a baseline is a fundamental aspect of any environmental
analysis. Section 4.2.2.1 has no mention of background or baseline levels and how the facility will
add to the levels.
The DEIS does not discuss cumulative impacts from oil and gas leases. BLM needs to determine
whether there exist oil and gas leases in the cumulative impact region and assess their combined
air quality affect. Federal courts require BLM to analyze potential future air emissions that may
result from oil and gas leasing, including both the indirect and cumulative emissions. See, e.g., San
Juan Citizens Alliance v. BLM, 326 F.Supp.3d 1227 (D.N.M. 2018); Wild Earth Guardians v.
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Zinke, 2019 WL 1273181 (D.D.C. 2019). Further, recent BLM NEPA analysis for oil and gas
leases include an estimate of potential air pollutant emissions from future
exploration/development of these leases.
PIT LAKE
I. The Hycroft pit-lake water quality model contains a calculation error that causes a
large underestimate (factor of ~4) in the mass of pollutants leached from the pit walls.

(Source: Geomega 2015).
The pit-lake water quality model of the Hycroft mine assumes that the humidity cell tests on
samples of wall rock completely oxidizes all of the sulfide S in the samples. This erroneous
assumption produces a large,
systematic error, causing the waterquality model to underestimate the
load of sulfuric acid and other
pollutants to the Hycroft pit lake.
Specifically, for the largest wall-rock
unit, Silic-non-oxide, (45.7 % of the wall
rock)1 this error causes the model to
underestimate pollution loading to the
lake by a factor ~4. Following is a
brief description of how this
calculation error arises.
In each year that the Hycroft Pit lake
fills, the model estimates the load of
pollutants that are flushed by
inflowing groundwater from the
flooding wallrock and into the lake.
The area of each type of wall rock in
the pit walls is determined from the
geologic block model and the
geometry of the Hycroft pit (Figure 35 in Geomega 2015 shows the
lithologic classification for the Hycroft
pit).
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The thickness of the wall-rock zone that has oxidized is estimated from a model of diffusion and
advection of atmospheric oxygen into the pit (Geomega 2015, Figure 3-8).
The volume of each rock type (Ft3) that is leached out when it is flooded by the pit lake is then
calculated as the product of the area of rock in the pit walls that is being flooded (Ft2), and the
estimated thickness of the pit-wall layer that has oxidized by exposure to the atmosphere (Ft; see
Geomega 2015, Figure 3-8).

Thus, in each year simulated in the lake water-quality model, there is some volume of fullyoxidized wall rock in which the accumulated products of oxidation (i.e., sulfuric acid, metals,
anions, etc.) are leached from the rock by groundwater and loaded into the pit lake.
The mass of this fully-oxidized wall rock that leaches solutes to the pit lake (switching here to
metric units to be consistent with the density unites used in Geomega 2015) is then product of the
volume of oxidized rock (m3), and the it’s density (1.8 g/cm3, or 1,800 kg/m3 (Geomega 2015, pg
15), i.e.:

Volume of oxidized rock (m 3 rock) × density (kg rock/m 3 rock) = mass of rock (kg)

€

The mass of sulfate leached from oxidized wall rock is the direct product of the oxidation model.
Thus, one kg of wall rock that initially contained 1% sulfide S would, when it was fully oxidized,
leach out:
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⎡(10,000 mg S/kg )
⎤
mass SO4 = 1 kg rock × (1% Sulfide S /kg rock ) × ⎢
1% S ⎥⎦
⎣
× (96,000 mg SO4/32,000 mg S)
= 30,000 mg SO4

Consider by example the “Si-non-oxide” rock type, an acid generating rock that comprises 45.7%
of the Hycroft pit wall area.
€

(Source: Geomega 2015)
The Si-non-oxide rock is estimated to contain 1.8% sulfide S by weight, in the form of pyrite
(Geomega 2015, Table 3-3):

So each kg of Si-non-oxide wall rock that is oxidized will leach out 54,000 mg SO4 when it is
leached by groundwater to the lake, i.e.:
⎡(10,000 mg S/kg )
⎤
1 kg rock × (1.8% Sulfide S /kg rock ) × ⎢
(1% S) ⎥⎦
⎣
×(96,000 mg SO4/32,000 mg S) = 54,000 mg SO4 kg Si - non - oxide rock

But the Hycroft pit-lake water-quality model doesn’t use their own direct estimate of wall-rock
€
oxidation
thickness to calculate the sulfate loading to the lake. Instead, the model uses what the
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report calls “chemical release” functions, which are curves fit to leachate concentrations measured
in humidity cell tests. For the Si-non-oxide humidity cell tests, the “chemical release function” is
shown in Figure B-9, page 7 of 8 in Geomega 2015, i.e.:

(Source: Geomega 2015)
The Hycroft pit-lake model description does not present the fraction of the sulfide S that is
oxidized during the humidity cell tests, and does not present the total amount of solutes leached
during the humidity cell tests.
But the Waste Characterization Report for the Hycroft Mine includes results of acid-base
accounting analyses of the rock samples before and after they were subjected to humidity-cell
testing. The difference in the sulfide S concentration in the rock samples thus indicates what
fraction of the sulfide S in each humidity-cell test was oxidized during the test.
Here are the acid-base accounting analysis, including sulfide S concentrations, in the rock samples
subjected to humidity cell testing prior to starting the humidity cell test (SRK 2014, Table 4-8
Hycroft Humidity Cells)2.
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(Source: SRK 2014).
And below are the acid-base accounting analyses on the Hycroft rock samples subjected to
humidity cell tests after the humidity cell tests were complete (i.e. “residue” from the humidity cell
tests; SRK 2014, Appendix D Termination Test Results), again with sulfide S concentrations.
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(Source: SRK 2014, Appendix D, page 12 in the .pdf file)

(Source: SRK 2014, Appendix D, page 14 in the .pdf file)
As an aside, comparison of the sulfide S concentrations measured in the Hycroft rock samples
before and after the humidity cell leaching tests indicate that at least a few of the analysis are
unreliable. Because humidity cell tests are conducted in an oxidizing environment, sulfide S is
removed by reaction with oxygen, and so the concentration of sulfide S can only go down during
the tests. But note, for example, that the sulfide S in Cell #3 (Material = Al-ox, Hole #3079,
sample interval 310.5 – 350) apparently increase from 0.01 wt % S before the testing (SRK 2014,
Table 4-8 Hycroft Humidity Cells) up to 0.85 wt % S after testing (SRK 2014, Appendix D, Table . [sic], Modified Acid/Base Accounting (Mod ABA) Static ARD Potential Test Results, Hycroft WR Samples,
Humidity Cell Residue.) Given that wall-rock loading to the pit lake is directly proportional to the
fraction of sulfide S reacted in the humidity cell tests (or at least this is the effect on the
predictions produced by the Geomega 2015 model approach), it is worth identifying and
correcting the errors in the Termination Test Results presented in Appendix D of SRK 2014.
The magnitude of the underestimate error in wall-rock loading can be seen in the Silicic non-oxide
rock samples--a strongly acid-generating material that comprises 45.7% of the Hycroft Mine Pit
wall rock (Tables 2-1 and 3-3 in Geomega 2015). The termination test results (SRK 2014,
Appendix D) indicate that on average, only 25% of the sulfide S in the Silicic non-oxide rock
samples reacted over the course of the humidity cell test. (In 2 of the Silicic non-oxide rock, the
reported sulfide S in the humidity cell residue was slightly higher than the analysis before testing;
the average of 25% is based on the assumption that none of the sulfide S reacted in these 2
samples.)
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In summary, the predicted water quality in the Hycroft Mine pit lake uses an oxygen diffusion
model to estimate the mass of completely oxidized pit wall rock, but then uses the mass of
leachate from partially-oxidized rock samples to estimate solute release from this wall rock. For
the primary acid-generating wall rock material-- Silicic non-oxide material--only ~25% of the sulfide
S in the samples oxidized during the humidity cell tests. The result is that the pit-lake water
quality model has a systematic error that underestimates the load of pollutants from this acidgenerating wall rock material by a factor of ~4.
Finally, as context for this comment, we note that at the few existing Nevada mine pit-lakes where
pre-closure model forecasts were available, the models underestimated the load of sulfuric acid
and metals from wall rock, sometimes dramatically. For example, the post-lake-formation model
update for the Lone Tree Mine pit lake explains that:
“Forward pit lake modeling was performed using the reactivity factors of 8xl02 and
2.3xl05 for Ordovician Valmy and Permian Havallah lower, respectively, because
these values are near the median of the reactivity factor ranges for these
formations.” (Geomega, 2010, Section 4.2.4 Forward Model Results Without
Treatment, Page 34)3.
That is, adjusting the pre-lake-formation model to match the observed post-lake-formation water
quality was achieved by increasing the pollution loading from the acid-generating Ordovician Valmy
Formation wall rock by a factor of 800. It’s reasonable to postulate that the enormous
underestimate in wall-rock loading is due, at least in part, to the erroneous model assumption that
humidity-cell tests represent complete oxidation of all sulfide minerals in the sample.
The remedy to this error is to use the model of sulfide oxidation in wall rock to estimate directly
the amount of sulfate released by oxidation in exposed wall rock. Other solutes leached from wall
rock to the pit lake could be based on humidity cell results, where solutes are assumed to leach to
the lake in some proportion to sulfate produced by oxidation.
II. Much of the data used to support the analysis of pit-lake water quality was not made
available for public review.
The GBRW comment above describing the systematic calculation error in the model used to
estimate future water-quality in the Hycroft mine pit lake relied on data extracted from report
appendices which were not initially made available to reviewers.
Specifically, the appendices to the “Comprehensive Waste Rock Characterization Report for the
Hycroft Mine, Nevada” (SRK 2014) included:
• Appendix A: Static Test Results
• Appendix B: Mineralogy Report
• Appendix C: Humidity Cell Test Results
• Appendix D: Termination Test Results
• Appendix E: PHREEQC Model Input Codes
None of these appendices were initially made available on line to the public. Appendix D was
provided in response to GBRW’s request, though only one week before public comments were
due.
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III. The pit lake water-quality prediction model report omits the few data summaries that
would allow an independent check on the calculations.
Just as independent reproduction of results is a requisite component of all scientific research, a
minimum threshold for disclosing environmental impacts from activities on public land is
inclusion of “sufficient complete documentation of the final model that all modeling and
calculations could be reproduced from it.”4
The studies provided by Allied Nevada Gold Corporation to disclose the environmental effects of
the Hycroft Mine pit lake (Geomega 2015, SRK 2014) omit several critical component that are
required to reproduce the water-quality predictions, and they thus fail this disclosure threshold.
As background, the model used to forecast water quality in the Hycroft mine lake include
estimates for the amount of sulfide S that oxidizes in wall rock as a result of exposure to the
atmosphere, the area of the various types of rock exposed in the pit walls, and the solute released
by various rock types when they oxidize and are then leached by inflowing groundwater.
Following are the additional water-quality model parameters that are not available in the pit-lake
water quality report (Geomega 2015).
Omitted components:
1. A table listing the total amount of each solute that is assumed to be released from each of the lithologic types
when it is completely oxidized.
The Pit-Lake model does provide upper limits on the amount of pollutants that can leach from
the wall rock where “The mass leached is limited to the proportional maximum whole rock mass
of an analyte in the static whole rock testing data set (Table 3-5)” (Geomega 2015, pg 16, and
Table 3-5).
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But these are based on whole-rock analysis, and are used only as a constraint on the model to
ensure that loading from wall rock does not exceed the total mass of individual elements in the
wall rock. What is needed, but not provided, is a table listing the estimated total mass of each
element that is solubilized by the oxidation process, and thus the total mass of each solute that
will be leached per kilogram of oxidized wall rock.
2. Values for the area of each rock type exposed in the pit walls as a function of elevation.
The only figure of wall rock lithology [Geomega 2015, Figure 3-5], shows what regions of the pit
will expose the various rock types, but it does not provide values for the area of each rock type.
The table of wall-rock lithology (Geomega 2015, Table 2-1) lists the total area of each rock type,
but does not provide detail on wall-rock areas as a function of elevation.

(Source Geomega 2015).
An independent check on the predicted water quality requires a table and/or graph showing the
area of each wall rock unit as a function of elevation.
3. The date that excavation exposes each wall rock to atmospheric oxygen.
The thickness of the wall rock oxidized zone depends on the duration over which it is expose to
the air (Figure 3-8 of Geomega 2015). The report thus needs to provide the estimates of the time
at which each layer in the pit walls are exposed by excavation, and the date at which each layer is
flooded by the pit lake. A helpful piece of information would be a graph showing the predicted
fill rate for the Hydroft Mine Pit Lake, reported as lake elevation a function of time.
4. A table or graph of estimated load of individual pollutants from wall rock to the pit lake over time
A simple check on the pit-lake water-quality model would include an independent estimate of
pollutant load to the lake in a single year during pit filling, for comparison to the Geomega 2015
model result. The pit-lake model report presents estimated concentrations in the lake, but
showing loading to the lake would provide a much simpler and more accurate model result for
comparison to an independent check on the predictions.
The model used to estimate future water quality in the Hycroft pit lake must use the four
components listed above in the water-quality calculations. They are not presented in the pit-lake
model report (Geomega 2015). The remedy is to compile the above information that is used in
the existing model, and present it in the body of the pit lake report.
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IV. The model used to estimate water quality in the Hycroft Mine Pit Lake includes a
series of assumptions that systematically underestimate the load of pollutants from
wall rock.
Wall-rock porosity
Because atmospheric oxygen enters the wall rock primarily through the open pores, the estimate
rate of oxidation in wall rock increases with increasing porosity; “Porosity was taken to be 1% for
the argillic, propylitic, and silicified wall plus/minus rock” (Geomega 2015, Pg 15). This seems
extremely low for a blast-zone in a pit wall, and is certainly much lower than the porosity that
exists in slumps and scree slopes that routinely form in mine pit walls.
Thickness of wall-rock with blast-enhanced porosity.
The Hycroft pit-lake water quality model assumes that the thickness of the wall rock zone with
blast-induced permeability, termed “the typical maximum fracture depth” in Geomega 2015, is 1.1
m. This is much lower than values observed at open-pit gold mines.
By example, permeability measurements in the Golden Sunlight Mine, MT (conducted using airinjection tests in horizontal holes drilled into the wall rock) found that the permeability in the
zone from 0 – 5 meters in from the pit face was between 10 to 10,000 times higher than measured
in the zone unaffected by blasting (between ~7 and 20 meters from the pit face.5
In the open-pit lake water quality model conducted for the NorthMet mine (MN), the proponent
(PolyMet mining) and the State of MN reviewers6 recognized the fact that wall rock failures in
open pit mines increase porosity and decrease fragment size in wall rock, both of which tend to
increase the rate of sulfide oxidation. In response, the team agreed to simulate loadings from pit
wall rock to the mine lake by assuming a range for the thickness of reactive wall rock (range 1 to 3
meters in basalt [Duluth Fm], and from 2 to 6 meters in the metamorphosed siltstone [Virginia
Fm] (Barr 2015, Table 1-1 Input Variables for the Mine Site Model, variables “Wall_Depth_DC
and Wall-Depth_VF).
Kinetic tests have oxidized 100% of the sulfide S minerals.
GBRW’s previous comment illustrates how this appears to have underestimated by a factor of ~4
the load of sulfate and associated pollutants (acidity, iron, metals bound in sulfide-mineral phases,
and other metals and anions dissolved by contact with the sulfuric acid) from the primary acidgenerating wall rock zone.

V. The description of the model used to estimate oxidation in wall rock omits
critical parameters.
The parameters used in the wall-rock oxidation model are presented in Table 3-3 of Geomega
2015.
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(Source: Geomega 2015, Table 3-3).
Critical parameters omitted from Table 3-3 in Geomega 2015 are:
1. Rock fragment-size distribution assumed for wall rock,
The rate at which oxygen diffuses into rock fragments (and thereby releases pollutants to solution)
depends strongly on the size of the fragments. The fragment size assumed in the calculation of
wall-rock oxidation rates is not presented in the table of “Parameters used in sulfide oxidation
modeling” (Table 3-3) or text of the Hycroft pit-lake water quality modeling report (Geomega
2015).
2. Porosity versus depth into the wall rock.
Background porosity (i.e., at depth unaffected by blasting) is assumed to be either 1% or 3% in
the wall (Geomega 2015, Table 3-3), but the porosity is assumed to increase close to the pit wall as
a result of blast effects, i.e.:
“Over the 1.1 m of wall rock depth closest to the UPS [the typical maximum fracture
depth: Siskind and Fumanti (1974)], the porosity was increased linearly to simulate the
presence of macrofractures in the pit walls (Fennemore et al. 1998).” (Geomega 2015,
Pg 15)
In stating that the assumed model “porosity was increased linearly” in the interval between 1.1 m
in from the pit wall to the surface, the model report does not state what the porosity is assumed to
be at the pit face.
This is important because the oxygen diffusion coefficient7 in air, ~2.25x10-5 m2/s is several
orders of magnitude greater than the estimated oxygen diffusion coefficient within rock fragments
(range from 3.0x10-11 m2/s to 1.0x10-14 m2/s is assumed in the Hycroft pit walls, Geomega 2015,
Table 3-2. Calibrated oxygen diffusion coefficients for Hycroft HCTs.)
VI. There is no assessment of uncertainty in estimate of pollution loading to the Hycroft
Mine Pit Lake from wall-rock.
Policy guidance for setting environmental policy and making prediction in the earth sciences
require that quantitative analyses “clearly articulate uncertainties” and provide a “quantitative
analysis of uncertainty.”3,8 This policy guidance is unsurprising: realistic uncertainty assessment is
a requirement of all scientific studies, and is thus required also for simulations supporting
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environmental policy modeling. Without some understanding of uncertainty, predicted values
are of almost zero utility. In addition, the public is unaware of the range of outcomes and effects
on the environment and their communities.
For the Hycroft Mine Pit Lake, the range in water-quality forecast was estimated by considering
the very narrow range in uncertainty in the sources of groundwater inflow, where the range was
between “the average fault to bedrock inflow ratio (86% fault flow and 14% bedrock flows),”
and “Q maximum fault flow to bedrock ratio of 89% fault flow and 11% bedrock flow”
(Geomega 2015, pg. 22). While this sensitivity analysis of groundwater source meets a strict
definition of “quantitative analysis,” it falls far short of a complete assessment of true prediction
uncertainty. Specifically, this sensitivity analysis omits uncertainty in the primary source of acid
and metals to the lake: Oxidation rates and associated solute-leaching from the pit wall rock.
Further, the report uses the term “conservative” or “conservatively” 14 times, implying strongly
that the presented predictions represent upper-bound estimates for solute concentrations in the
lake risk (and associated ecological Geomega 2015).
Presenting the Hycroft Mine-Lake model forecast as “conservative” is particularly misleading
given the general finding that water-quality models have underestimated pollution loads to
Nevada mine lakes, and given the specific finding that the Hycroft Mine Lake model includes an
error that systematically underestimate in wall-rock pollution loads by a factor of ~4, as
presented in GBRW’s earlier comment.
The remedy is for Allied Nevada Gold Corp to provide an updated estimate of water quality in
the future Hycroft Pit Lake that:
1. Corrects the error in wall-rock loading (e.g., start by simply using their existing wall-rock
oxidation model estimate of sulfate released from wall rock as the value for sulfate load to
the pit lake);
2. Includes an estimate for the range in all solutes leached from wall rock that is completely
oxidized.
3. Presents uncertainty in the forecast pit-lake water quality due to the range in wall-rock
oxidation rates, using the range in published parameters for wall-rock fragment size and
thickness of the enhanced-porosity zone in wall rock produced by blasting.
VII. There needs to be a beneficial use for the water in the pit lake.
The Hycroft pit lake will be yet another unused body of water in Nevada unless BLM requires
public access and a beneficial use. Nevada is arguably the driest state in the United States, and
cannot afford to waste water. Mining pit lakes are left unreclaimed for any use, but BLM can
require public access as part of the reclamation plan. GBRW requests that BLM consider a
beneficial use for the pit lake.
WASTE ROCK DUMPS
Given the high percent of potentially acid generating rock, approximately 64% (DEIS p 4-24), and
the incorrect analysis of the pit lake as detailed above GBRW expects that toxic drainage from the
waste rock dumps is also much greater than predicted in the DEIS. GBRW did not have time to
review the Waste Rock Management plan, and we advice that BLM get an independent review of
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this plan. We are concerned that the waste rock dumps will be a source long-term water
pollution.
TAILSING FACILITY
GBRW does not support the proposed tailings facility location. In our view the Southwest
tailings facility location as discussed in Alternative A is much preferable to aviate the most severe
effects on the Kamma Mountains ridge and associated east drainage. The ridge and associated
drainage is key habitat for the Golden Eagles, which would be effectively destroyed if the tailings
facility is constructed there.
CONCLUSION
GBRW is concerned that the Hydroft Mine will become a long-term management site, possibly
requiring water pollution management for over one hundred years. BLM should require a longterm funding mechanism to treat the pit lake and toxic drainage from the various mine facilities.
The post mining pit lake will have constituent concentrations well above the estimation presented
in the DEIS, and thus the pit lake treatment plan will need to changed to address the high levels
of contaminants.
GBRW may time permitting evaluate other aspects of the mine operation to determine that time
horizon for management and associated costs. We strongly recommend that BLM take a closer
examination of the potential for perpetual management at the Hydroft Mine site.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comments. Please feel free to contact John Hadder
if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,

John Hadder,
Director, Great Basin Resource Watch
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